
Drill #38 — CORNER PASS-AND-SHOOT
Line the players up in four corners.  The first player in line from one

corner at each end skates out past the pylon and cuts back toward the net.
The first player in the other corner passes the puck to the player who then
takes a shot on net.  The player who passed the puck, then skates around
the pylon and gets a pass from the other corner and goes in and shoots.  

Drill #39 — CORNER 2-ON-0
Line the players up in four corners.  The first two players in line start

the drill.  One passes to the other and gets it back.  They skate around the
pylons and skate in 2-on-0 against the goalie and try to score.  After they
shoot the next two in line go.  Encourage the players to go together and
make sure they get a shot on goal.  
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Drill #40 — 2-ON-0 CENTER
Line the players up in four lines with two lines on each side of the center

line.  The first two players on each side, one from each line skate in passing
back and forth 2-on-0 against the goalie and try to score.  After they shoot
the next players go.

Drill #41 — BREAKAWAYS
Line the players up in four lines with two lines on each side of the center

line.  One player starts out by skating to the middle and receiving a pass
from the first player in the other line and goes in on a breakaway.  Then the
player who passed the puck does the same.
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Drill #42 — PASS, CIRCLE N’ SHOOT
Divide the players into two groups at opposite corners of the rink.  The

coaches or other players are in the middle, 10 feet above the face off circles.
The first player in line passes to the coach, skates around the coach, gets a
pass back and goes in and shoots.  
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